Restaurant Supervisory Committee (CSR)
(Resume from 5 December 2006 meeting)

**Role:**
- Advisory body to SCC (=Standing Concertation Committee, for the formal relations between CERN Management and CERN Staff Association)
- Oversees all matters regarding to restaurants and cafeterias on CERN sites
Restaurant Supervisory Committee (CSR)

- Restaurant #1 reform already started!
  - Old “cold regions” eliminated and new ones already in place
  - Completely new electrical installation already done!
  - 2 different choices given to the user:
    - Use the menus available were usual –more or less-
    - Use the tent placed outside with a different menu.

- Work under good progress.

- The menus are not yet available through the Web!
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Restaurant #2 (DSR) has proposed to install on the ground floor a “pasta corner” with accompanying ambiance…
- Part of space dedicated to coffee will be transformed in “eating tables”.

Satisfaction results from last year pool finally available:
- 80-100% satisfaction (BUT only 71 answers….)
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Two complaints received from users relatec to Restaurant #1:

- Quality of food and service during the evenings and weekends:
  - One must know that the food is not re-heated, but cooked fresh!
  - Anyhow Novae is going to be asked to present different food from the one available for lunch.
- Will the problem of noise in the salle be solved with the reform?
  - No…lack of money! Nothing will be touched in the salle.